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OICA PROPOSAL FOR AMENDMENTS TO REGULATION No. 83 
 
 

This proposal, submitted by OICA, is intended to address issues identified after further consideration 
of the OICA proposal, document ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/2009/8, to amend the requirements in 
the Regulation No. 83 to clarify and update the specifications for the Flame Ionisation Detector 
(FID) hydrocarbon analyser which is used during testing of the vehicle. 
 
At its 58th session in June 2009, GRPE agreed to defer consideration of 
ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/2009/8 to its next session in January 2010. However, the independent 
assessment of the paper that had been requested was not available for this session and the paper was 
therefore withdrawn by the expert from OICA. 
 
This independent assessment has now been provided in German by ATE EL (an EU technical 
service based in Luxembourg) and is attached as appendix 1 to this paper. 
 
An unofficial translation of this document has been provided by OICA and is attached as appendix 2. 
 
The text of the document ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/2009/8 remains unchanged. 
 

- - - - -
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Analysis of the comparability of the measurement procedures for establishing 
HC emissions from diesel engines using heated and unheated FID  

1.) Status: 

According to the current status of ECE Regulation No. 83 (Supplement 8 to the 05 series 
of amendments entering into force on 22.07.2009), HC measurements should be 
conducted for compression engines with a heated Flame Ionisation Detector (FID) and 
for spark ignition engines with a non-heated FID.  

The different measurement methods have the following background: 
A small proportion of volatile components of unburnt diesel fuel can condense either 
before or within the measurement system and would therefore be excluded.  

The continuing reduction of emissions limits along with technical measures lead to the 
situation that very few of these components remain therefore rendering condensation 
almost impossible.  On account of this, the question arises whether the necessity to use 
heated FID for diesel still exists.  

In a proposal to amend ECE Regulation No. 83 (ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/2009/8 of 
31.10.2008), the magnitude of differences between the two systems was questioned and 
the usage of a single system (non-heated FID for spark as well as compression ignition 
engines) was requested. 

2.) UData (VW/Audi-2009): 

In 45 measurements of different diesel engines (see annex), the HC emissions were 
established using both heated and non-heated FID.  The fuel used was the reference 
fuel described in Regulation (EC) No. 692/2008 

2.1) Manufacturer and type of FIDs used in the test programme: 

 

Audi AG Neckarsulm: 

 Manufacturer Type 

FID AVL FID 4000 LCD 

H-FID AVL FID 4000 LH 

 

Volkswagen AG Wolfsburg: 

 Manufacturer Type 

FID ABB Multi-FID 14 

H-FID ABB Multi-FID 14 H 
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3.) Analysis of the data: 

3.1) “Visual” Judgement 

Judged visually, the deviation of the measurement values appears small and the 
distribution not uneven.  The highest deviation within a pair of measurements was 2.7 % 
(corresponds to 0.7 mg/km) and the average deviation of the entire test programme was 
0.11 mg/km. 

3.2) Statistical Judgement 

As a further assessment whether the test procedures can be taken as equivalent, there 
follows a comparison of pairs with t-test (double mean comparison for dependant 
samples) and the hypothesis H0 : Δ = 0.  The differences comply with a normal 
distribution. 

3.2.1) Compilation of n = 45 deviations : di = xAi - xBi 

3.2.2) Average deviation : d  = -0.1124 

3.2.3) Standard distribution of the deviations : sd = 0.3318 
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3.2.6) Determination of tcrit 
 

α tcrit 

0.05 2.015 

 
As ttest ≥ tcrit, the hypothesis H0 : Δ = 0 can be discounted. On the basis of a significance 
level of 5% this presents a significant contradiction against the acceptance of 
comparability of the measurement methods. 

4.) Appraisal of Findings 

Despite apparently similar measured vales, t-Test presents a mathematically significant 
contradiction against the acceptance of comparability of the measurement methods. A 
visual assessment of the values in the test series considers only the distribution of the 
differences. The concept t-Test considers the distribution of the average differences and 
the result of t-Tests is statistically unambiguous. 
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Not everything that is statistically significant is also technically relevant. For a 
measurement range of 0 mg/km (zero HC emissions) to theoretically 230 mg/km 
(HC+NOx limit for EU5 category M1 diesel vehicles), a significant average difference of 
0.11 mg/km is technically irrelevant. 

The proposal to amend Regulation No. 83 (ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/2009/8 of 
31.10.2008) demonstrated via 400 tests that the influence of heating the FID has today 
no significant effect on the emissions results. This formulation leaves open whether 
there is no measurement technology based mathematical effect on the emissions results 
(contrary to the analysis of the series of measurements) or, whether a very low (but 
mathematically significant) average difference is not considered relevant. 

Conclusion: U 

The equivalence of the measurement processes cannot be taken from the statistical 
assessment. The average deviation as well as the individual deviation is however so 
small that the request to reduce the need to invest in two measurement technologies 
that deliver almost identical results and consolidate on one option is valid. 

The usage of FID in place of H-FID delivers equivalent results. 

Both processes can therefore be considered equivalent. 
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Attachment: Summary of Measurements 

 

Comparison of THC Measurements from Diesel Vehicles 

 

HC-Mass emission [mg/km] Test number Manufacturer / Site 

heated FID non-heated FID 

Absolute 
deviation 

Deviation 
[%] 

200901270902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 24.1 23.4 -0.7 -2.7% 

200901270903 VW/ WOLFSBURG 23.1 22.5 -0.6 -2.4% 

200901270904 VW/ WOLFSBURG 20.6 20.2 -0.4 -2.1% 

200901280901 VW/ WOLFSBURG 53.6 53.5 -0.1 -0.2% 

200901280902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 36.3 36.3 0.0 0.1% 

200901280903 VW/ WOLFSBURG 37.5 37.1 -0.4 -1.1% 

200901280905 VW/ WOLFSBURG 22.7 23.0 0.3 1.1% 

200901280906 VW/ WOLFSBURG 26.6 26.9 0.3 1.0% 

200901280907 VW/ WOLFSBURG 34.4 34.0 -0.4 -1.3% 

200901290901 VW/ WOLFSBURG 26.3 26.1 -0.2 -0.7% 

200901290902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 20.6 20.6 0.1 0.3% 

200901290906 VW/ WOLFSBURG 26.6 26.0 -0.7 -2.4% 

200901290907 VW/ WOLFSBURG 35.6 36.1 0.5 1.3% 

200902090907 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.6 21.3 -0.3 -1.5% 

200902100903 VW/ WOLFSBURG 23.1 22.5 -0.7 -2.9% 

200902100908 VW/ WOLFSBURG 29.7 30.0 0.3 1.0% 

200902110902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 19.5 19.0 -0.4 -2.2% 

200902120902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 50.9 50.9 -0.1 -0.1% 

200902240902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 16.6 16.6 0.1 0.4% 

200902250902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 17.2 17.4 0.2 0.9% 

200902250908 VW/ WOLFSBURG 17.4 17.9 0.5 2.7% 

200902260902 VW/ WOLFSBURG 19.9 20.0 0.2 0.9% 

200902260908 VW/ WOLFSBURG 24.1 24.2 0.1 0.5% 

200903040903 VW/ WOLFSBURG 20.1 20.0 -0.1 -0.3% 

200903050904 VW/ WOLFSBURG 27.0 26.7 -0.3 -1.2% 

200902260708 VW/ WOLFSBURG 20.7 20.5 -0.2 -1.1% 
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200903020707 VW/ WOLFSBURG 22.5 23.0 0.4 2.0% 

200903020708 VW/ WOLFSBURG 24.7 24.4 -0.2 -0.9% 

200903030703 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.2 21.1 -0.1 -0.3% 

200903030704 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.6 21.4 -0.2 -1.0% 

200903030709 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.0 20.8 -0.3 -1.4% 

200903030710 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.2 20.8 -0.4 -1.8% 

200903040703 VW/ WOLFSBURG 25.0 24.6 -0.4 -1.8% 

200903040704 VW/ WOLFSBURG 22.7 22.4 -0.3 -1.2% 

200903040709 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.8 22.0 0.3 1.1% 

200903040710 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.5 21.5 0.0 -0.2% 

200903050702 VW/ WOLFSBURG 22.3 22.2 -0.1 -0.3% 

200903050703 VW/ WOLFSBURG 25.7 25.6 -0.2 -0.6% 

200903050706 VW/ WOLFSBURG 20.2 20.4 0.2 0.7% 

200903050707 VW/ WOLFSBURG 21.8 21.5 -0.3 -1.2% 

200903060703 VW/ WOLFSBURG 24.3 23.9 -0.4 -1.6% 

200903060704 VW/ WOLFSBURG 24.5 24.1 -0.4 -1.7% 

6-2009-0306 Audi/ NECKARSULM 22.2 22.8 0.6 2.6% 

6-2009-0311 Audi/ NECKARSULM 22.1 22.5 0.4 1.9% 

6-2009-0317 Audi/ NECKARSULM 21.7 21.2 -0.5 -2.3% 

 
- - - - - 


